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In coalescing neutron star binaries, r-modes in one of the stars can be resonantly excited by the
gravitomagnetic tidal field of its companion. This post-Newtonian gravitomagnetic driving of these modes
dominates over the Newtonian tidal driving previously computed by Ho and Lai. To leading order in the
tidal expansion parameter R=r (where R is the radius of the neutron star and r is the orbital separation),
only the l � 2, jmj � 1, and jmj � 2 r-modes are excited. The tidal work done on the star through this
driving has an effect on the evolution of the inspiral and on the phasing of the emitted gravitational wave
signal. For a neutron star of mass M, radius R, spin frequency fspin, modeled as a � � 2 polytrope, with a
companion also of mass M, the gravitational wave phase shift for the m � 2 mode is
�0:1 radians �R=10 km�4�M=1:4M��

�10=3�fspin=100 Hz�2=3 for optimal spin orientation. For canonical
neutron star parameters this phase shift will likely not be detectable by gravitational wave detectors such
as LIGO, but if the neutron star radius is larger it may be detectable if the signal-to-noise ratio is
moderately large. The energy transfer is large enough to drive the mode into the nonlinear regime if
fspin * 100 Hz. For neutron star—black hole binaries, the effect is smaller; the phase shift scales as
companion mass to the �4=3 power for large companion masses. The net energy transfer from the orbit
into the star is negative corresponding to a slowing down of the inspiral. This occurs because the
interaction reduces the spin of the star, and occurs only for modes which satisfy the Chandrasekhar-
Friedman-Schutz instability criterion. A large portion of the paper is devoted to developing a general
formalism to treat mode driving in rotating stars to post-Newtonian order, which may be useful for other
applications. We also correct some conceptual errors in the literature on the use of energy conservation to
deduce the effect of the mode driving on the gravitational wave signal.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A. Background and motivation

One of the most promising sources for ground-based
gravitational wave observatories such as LIGO [1] and
VIRGO [2] are coalescences of compact binary systems
[3]. The first searches for these systems have already been
completed [4], and future searches will be more sensitive.
For neutron star-neutron star (NS-NS) binaries, the most
recent estimate of the galactic merger rate is 83�209

�66 Myr�1

[5,6]; extrapolating this to the distant Universe using the
method of Ref. [7] yields a rate of 28�70

�22 yr�1 within a
distance of 200 Mpc. The range of next-generation inter-
ferometers in LIGO is expected to be �300 Mpc [3].
Coalescing binaries may well be the first detected sources
of gravitational waves.

The gravitational waveforms will carry a variety of
different types of information [3,8]: First, in the early,
low frequency phase of the signal, the binary can be treated
to a good approximation as consisting of two spinning
point masses. The corresponding waveforms give detailed
information about the deviations of general relativity from
Newtonian gravity, and they have been computed to post-
3.5-Newtonian order [9]. Second, toward the end of the
inspiral (frequencies of order several hundred Hertz, see
Fig. 1), the internal degrees of freedom of the bodies start
to appreciably influence the signal, and there is the poten-
tial to infer information about the nuclear equation of state.
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initial and next-generation LIGO interferometers [69] (shown
in thin lines) together with the signal strength hc�f� for an
inspiralling binary of two 1:4M� neutron stars at a distance of
200 Mpc (thick line) [70]. The signal will terminate near the
frequency of the innermost stable circular orbit, which is
�850 Hz as shown here if the neutron stars have radii of
10 km and are modeled as � � 2 polytropes [71]. Resonantly
excited modes can give rise to small but potentially measurable
corrections to the phase of the waveform in the early portion
10 Hz & f & 100 Hz of the signal.
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This has prompted many numerical simulations of the
hydrodynamics of NS-NS mergers using various approx-
imations to general relativity (see, e.g., Ref. [10] and
references therein). Equation of state information can
also potentially be extracted from the waves energy spec-
trum [11], and from the NS tidal disruption signal for
neutron star-black hole binaries [12].

A third type of information potentially carried by the
gravitational waves is the effect of the internal structure of
the bodies on the early, low frequency (10 Hz & f &

100 Hz) portion of the signal, via the excitation of internal
modes of oscillation of one of the neutron stars by the tidal
gravitational field of its companion. In this regime the
waveform’s phase evolution is dominated by the point-
mass dynamics, and the perturbations due to the internal
modes are small corrections. Nevertheless, if the accumu-
lated phase shift due to the perturbations becomes of order
unity or larger, it could impede the matched-filtering-based
detection of NS-NS signals [8]. Alternatively the detection
of a phase perturbation could give information about the
neutron star structure. For these reasons the excitation of
neutron star modes has been studied in detail.

A given mode can be treated as a damped, driven har-
monic oscillator, described by the equation

 �q� � _q�!2
mq � A�t� cos�m��t�	: (1.1)

Here q is a generalized coordinate describing the mode,
!m is the mode frequency, � is a damping constant, ��t� is
the orbital phase of the binary, m is the azimuthal quantum
number of the mode, and A�t� a slowly varying amplitude.
As the inspiral of the binary proceeds, the orbital frequency
! � _� gradually increases with time. Sufficiently early in
the inspiral, therefore, the mode will be driven below
resonance: m!
 !m. Because the inspiral is adiabatic
we also then have _A=A
 !m and _!=!
 !m. Using
these approximations Eq. (1.1) can be solved analytically
in this preresonance regime, and one finds that the total
energy absorbed by the mode up to time t is

 E�t� �
A�t�2

2!2
m

� �
Z t

�1
dt0

!�t0�2A�t0�2

!4
m=m2 �!�t0�2�2 : (1.2)

This energy absorption causes the orbit to inspiral slightly
faster and changes the phase of the gravitational wave
signal.

Mode excitations can have three different types of ef-
fects on the gravitational wave signal:

(i) Dissipative.—There is a phase perturbation due to
the second term in Eq. (1.2), corresponding to energy
dissipated by the mode. This is a cumulative effect. It
is dominated by the l � 2, m � �2 fundamental
modes of the neutron star, and its magnitude depends
on the size of the damping constant �, which is
determined by the fluid viscosity. This effect was
examined by Bildsten and Cutler [13], who showed

that the phase perturbation is negligible for all physi-
cally reasonable values of the viscosity.

(ii) Adiabatic.—There is a phase perturbation due to the
first term in Eq. (1.2). This corresponds to the in-
stantaneous energy present in the mode, as it adjusts
adiabatically to sit at the minimum of its slowly
evolving potential. The perturbation to the waveform
is again dominated by the l � 2,m � �2 fundamen-
tal modes [14]. This effect has been studied analyti-
cally in Refs. [13,15–18] and numerically in
Refs. [14,19–22]. It can also be inferred from se-
quences of 3D numerical quasiequilibrium models of
NS-NS binaries [11,23,24]. The phase perturbation
grows like !�t�5=3 and is of the order of a few cycles
by the end of inspiral. It may be marginally detect-
able for some nearby events [25].

(iii) Resonant.—The frequencies of internal modes of a

neutron star are typically of order !m �
�������������
M=R3

p
,

where M and R are the stellar mass and radius.
(We use units with G � c � 1 throughout this pa-
per.) For a NS-NS binary, this is of the order of the
orbital frequency at the end of the inspiral,
�1000 Hz. Therefore, most modes are driven at
frequencies below their natural frequencies through-
out the inspiral, and are never resonant. However,
some mode do have frequencies !m with !m 
�������������
M=R3

p
, and these modes are resonantly excited as

the gradually increasing driving frequency m!
sweeps past !m. During resonance the effect of
damping is negligible, and the width �! of the
resonance is determined by the inspiral time scale.
The energy deposited in the mode is thus enhanced
compared to the equilibrium energy [the first term in
Eq. (1.2)] by the ratio of the inspiral time scale to the
orbital period. This can be a significant
enhancement.

Resonant driving of modes in NS-NS binaries has been
studied in Refs. [14,20–22,26–28], and in the context of
other binary systems in Refs. [29–32]. One class of modes
with suitably small frequencies are g-modes; however, the
overlap integrals for these modes are so small that the
gravitational phase perturbation is small compared to unity
[14,26,27]. Another class are the f and p-modes of rapidly
rotating stars, where the inertial-frame frequency !m can
be much smaller than the corotating-frame frequency

�
�������������
M=R3

p
. Ho and Lai [28] showed that the phase shifts

due to these modes could be large compared to unity.
However, the required NS spin frequencies are several
hundred Hz, which is thought to be unlikely in inspiralling
NS-NS binaries.

A third class of modes are Rossby modes (r-modes)
[33,34], for which the restoring force is dominated by the
Coriolis force. For these modes the mode frequency !m is
of the order of the spin frequency of the star, and thus can
be suitably small [10 Hz & !m=�2�� & 100 Hz]. Ho and
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Lai [28] computed the Newtonian driving of these modes,
and showed that the phase shift is small compared to unity.

In this paper we compute the phase shift due to the post-
Newtonian, gravitomagnetic resonant driving of the
r-modes. Normally, post-Newtonian effects are much
smaller than Newtonian ones. However, in this case the
post-Newtonian effect is larger. The reason is that the
Newtonian driving acts via a coupling to the mass quad-
rupole moment

 Qij �
Z
d3x�

�
xixj �

1

3
�ijx2

�
(1.3)

of the mode, where � is the mass density. For rmodes, this
mass quadrupole moment vanishes to zeroth order in the
angular velocity � of the star; it is suppressed by a factor
��2R3=M. By contrast, the gravitomagnetic driving acts
via a coupling to the current quadrupole moment

 Sij �
1

2

Z
d3x���x� v�ixj � �x� v�jxi	; (1.4)

where v is the velocity of the fluid. This current quadrupole
moment is nonvanishing to zeroth order in �, and the
gravitomagnetic coupling is therefore enhanced over the
Newtonian tidal coupling by a factor of ��2R3=M. This
enhancement factor can exceed the usual factor�v2=c2 by
which post-Newtonian effects are suppressed, where v is a
velocity scale. It is for this same reason that the radiation-
reaction induced instability of r-modes in newly born
neutron stars [35,36] is dominated by the gravitomagnetic
coupling and not the mass quadrupole coupling.

B. Effect of resonance on gravitational wave signal

We now discuss the observational signature of a mode
resonance in the gravitational wave signal. We denote by
��t� the phase of the waveform, which is twice the orbital
phase��t�. We denote by �pp�t� the phase that one obtains
from a point-particle model, neglecting the effects of the
internal modes of the stars. To the leading post-Newtonian
order, this point-particle phase is given from the quadru-
pole formula by the differential equation [37]

 _! �
96

5
�M2=3

t !11=3; (1.5)

where ! � _� is the orbital angular velocity, and Mt and �
are the total mass and reduced mass of the binary.

Consider now the phase ��t� including the effect of the
mode. We neglect the phase shift caused by the adiabatic
response of the mode at early times before the resonance
[the first term in Eq. (1.2)], as this phase shift is small
compared to the effect of the resonance. We also neglect
the cumulative phase shift due to damping. Therefore at
early times we have ��t� � �pp�t�. The duration of the
resonance is short compared to the inspiral time scale (see
Sec. I C). After the resonance, the mode again has a neg-
ligible influence on the orbit of the binary, and Eq. (1.5)

applies once more. However, the two constants of integra-
tion that arise when solving Eq. (1.5) need not match
between the preresonance and postresonance waveforms.
Therefore, the phase can be written as1

 ��t� �
�

�pp�t� t� t0 
�tres;
�pp�t��t� ��� t� t0  tres:

(1.6)

Here t0 is the time at which resonance occurs, and tres is the
duration of the resonance.2 The effect of the resonance is
thus to cause an overall phase shift ��, and also to cause a
time shift �t in the signal. If energy is absorbed by the
mode, then the inspiral proceeds more quickly and �t is
positive.

It turns out that the two parameters �t and �� charac-
terizing the effect of the resonance are not independent. To
a good approximation they are related by

 �� � _�pp�t0��t; (1.7)

as argued by Reisenegger and Goldreich [26], and as
derived in detail in Sec. IV. Inserting this relation into
Eq. (1.6) and expanding to linear order in the small pa-
rameter �t yields for the late-time phase

 ��t� � �pp�t� � � _�pp�t� � _�pp�t0�	�t: (1.8)

The physical meaning of the condition (1.7) is thus that the
resonance can be idealized as an instantaneous change in
frequency at t � t0 with no corresponding instantaneous
change in phase. Rewriting the phase (1.8) in terms of ��
using (1.7) and using _�pp � 2! gives

 ��t� � �pp�t� �
�
!�t�
!0
� 1

�
��; (1.9)

where !0 � !�t0� is the orbital frequency at resonance.
The phase perturbation due to the resonance therefore
grows with time after the resonance, and can become
much larger than �� when ! !0.

One can alternatively think of the phase correction as
being nonzero before the resonance, and zero afterwards
[26]. This is what would be perceived if one matched a
template with the portion of the observed waveform after
the resonance. In other words, if we define a point-particle
waveform phase ~�pp�t� with different conventions for the
starting time and starting phase via

 

~� pp�t� � �pp�t� �t� � ��; (1.10)

then we obtain

1The sign of the �� term in Eq. (1.6) is chosen for later
convenience.

2At intermediate times jt� t0j � tres, the phase ��t� is not
related in a simple way to �pp�t�. However, since the duration of
the resonance is typically a few tens of cycles (short compared to
the�104 cycles of inspiral in the detector’s frequency band), the
phase perturbation in this intermediate stage will not be
observable.
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 ��t� �

8><>:
~�pp�t� �

�
!�t�
!0
� 1

�
�� t� t0 
�tres;

~�pp�t� t� t0  tres:

(1.11)

The phase correction �� ~�pp is now a linear function of
frequency, interpolating between �� at ! � 0 to zero at
resonance ! � !0. Since this phase correction never ex-
ceeds ��, we see that the detectability criterion for the
resonance effect is �� * 1. Thus, the phase shifts ��
predicted by Eq. (1.9) are fictitious in the sense that they
are not measurable.

C. Order-of-magnitude estimates

We now turn to an order-of-magnitude estimate of the
mode excitation and the phase shift ��, both for the
Newtonian driving studied previously and for the gravito-
magnetic driving.

We consider a star of mass M and radius R with a
companion of mass M0. The orbital angular velocity at
resonance is !0; this is also the mode frequency (up to a
factor of the azimuthal quantum number m which we
neglect here). The separation r of the two stars at resonance
is then given by !2

0 �Mt=r
3, where Mt � M�M0 is the

total mass.
Let the magnitude of the tidal acceleration be atid, and

let the duration of the resonance be tres. The mode can be
treated as a harmonic oscillator of mass�M and frequency
!0. During the resonance, the mode absorbs energy at the
same rate as a free particle would, so the total energy
absorbed is

 �E�Ma2
tidt

2
res: (1.12)

Now the gravitational wave luminosity _Egw is to a good
approximation unaffected by the resonance. Therefore the
loss of energy �E from the orbit decreases the time taken
to inspiral by an amount �t � �E= _Egw. From Eq. (1.7) the
corresponding phase shift is ��� �t=torb, where torb �
1=!0 is the orbital period. This gives

 ���
trr�E
torbEorb

; (1.13)

where Eorb is the orbital energy and trr is the radiation-
reaction time scale. This phase shift is just the energy
absorbed divided by the energy radiated per orbit.

Next, using Eorb �MM0=r and the formula (1.12) for
�E gives

 ���
r
M0

a2
tid

t2restrr
torb

: (1.14)

The resonance time tres is the geometric mean of the orbital
and radiation-reaction times torb and trr. This follows from
the fact that the orbital phase near resonance can be ex-
panded as

 ���0 �!0�t� t0� �
!0

trr
�t� t0�

2 � � � � ; (1.15)

from the definition of the radiation-reaction time scale trr.
The mode is resonant when the quadratic term in Eq. (1.15)
is small compared to unity, so that the force on the mode is
in phase with the mode’s natural oscillation. This gives
tres �

�����������
torbtrr
p

, and we get

 ���
r
M0

a2
tidt

2
rr: (1.16)

Finally, we use the scaling trr � r
4=��M2

t � for the
radiation-reaction time given by the quadrupole formula,
where � is the reduced mass. This gives

 ���
r9

M0�2M4
t

a2
tid: (1.17)

We now consider various different cases. For the
Newtonian driving of a mode via a tidal field of multipole
of order l, we have

 atid �
M0

r2

�
R
r

�
l�1
: (1.18)

(The leading order, quadrupolar driving is l � 2.) Inserting
this into Eq. (1.17) and eliminating r using !2

0r
3 �Mt

gives

 ���
�
M3

�M2
t

��
R
M

�
5
�
!2

0

M=R3

�
�l�5�=3

; (1.19)

which agrees with previous analyses [26,27] for g and f
modes.

For the Newtonian driving of r-modes, the leading order
driving is l � 3 rather than l � 2 [28]. Also the tidal
acceleration atid should be multiplied by the suppression
factor !2

0R
3=M discussed in Sec. I A, and the final phase

shift (1.19) should be multiplied by the square of this
factor. This gives in the equal mass case M � M0

 ���
R10!10=3

0

M20=3
: (1.20)

Now the frequency m!0 of the dominant, l � m � 2
r-mode is related to the spin frequency fspin of the neutron
star by 2!0 � 8�fspin=3, so we obtain

 �� � k
R10f10=3

spin

M20=3
; (1.21)

where k is a dimensionless constant of order unity.
Equation (1.21) agrees with the results of Ho and Lai
[28], who show that k � 0:4 for a � � 2 polytrope, and
for the l � m � 2 r-mode.3 This gives

3See Eq. (4.13) of Ref. [28], specialized to the equal mass case
and maximized over the angle � between the spin of the star and
the orbital angular momentum.
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 ��r-mode;N � 8� 10�5R10
10f

10=3
s100M

�20=3
1:4 ; (1.22)

where the subscript N denotes Newtonian and we have
defined R � 10R10 km, M � 1:4M1:4M�, and fspin �

100fs100 Hz.
For the gravitomagnetic driving of r-modes, the tidal

acceleration is given by

 atid �

�
M0R

r3

�
vspinvorb: (1.23)

Here the first factor in brackets is tidal acceleration (1.18)
for Newtonian quadrupolar l � 2 driving. Since the inter-
action is gravitomagnetic, it is suppressed by two powers
of velocity relative to the Newtonian interaction. One
power of velocity is associated with the source of the
gravitomagnetic field, and is the orbital velocity vorb �
!0r. The second power of velocity is that coming from the
Lorentz-type v� B force law, and is the internal fluid
velocity in the neutron star due to its spin, vspin �!0R.
Combining these estimates with Eq. (1.17) and eliminating
!0 in favor of fspin gives

 ���
R4f2=3

spin

M0M2M1=3
t

: (1.24)

In the equal mass case M � M0 this gives

 ��r-mode;PN � 3:4R4
10f

2=3
s100M

�10=3
1:4 : (1.25)

Here the subscript PN denotes post-Newtonian.

D. Results and implications

The fact that the order-of-magnitude estimate (1.25) of
the phase shift is of order unity, and thus potentially
detectable in the gravitational wave signal via matched
filtering [8], is the primary motivation for the computation
of this paper. We compute the dimensionless coefficient in
Eq. (1.24), and find for the case of a � � 2 polytrope for
the l � 2,m � 2 mode [cf. Eq. (5.42), multiplied by two to
convert from orbital phase shift �� to gravitational wave
phase shift ��]

 ��r-mode;PN � �0:06R4
10f

2=3
s100M

�10=3
1:4 : (1.26)

This is somewhat smaller than the estimate (1.25). Figure 2
compares this result to the Newtonian phase shift (1.22). In
Table I we show the phase shift ��22 � 2��22 that will
occur at coalescence for the five known double neutron star
binaries.4 For B1913� 16, we used the known value  �
22� of the angle between the pulsar spin and the orbital
angular momentum [39], and for the remaining binaries for
which  is unknown we took an average of the angular

factors appearing in the phase lag (5.37b). We assumed a
� � 2 polytrope equation of state and a radius of 10 km for
all pulsars.

The phase shift (1.26) is sufficiently small that it is
unlikely to be detectable in the gravitational wave signal
for most detected binary inspirals. Even for the most
favorable conceivable neutron star parameters of M �
1:0M� and R � 15 km, the phase shift is �0:8 radians.
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Gravitational Phase Change for Rossby Modes

FIG. 2 (color online). The magnitude of the gravitational wave
phase shift �� due to the r-mode resonance as a function of the
spin frequency fspin of the neutron star, for both the Newtonian
and gravitomagnetic driving, for a binary with masses M �
M0 � 1:4M�, and for a neutron star radius of R � 10 km. The
star is modeled as a � � 2 polytrope. The mode plotted is l � 2,
m � 2 in each case. The angle  between the spin and the orbital
angular momentum has been chosen in each case to maximize
the phase shift;  is 34.4� in the Newtonian case and 60� in the
post-Newtonian case. The resonance occurs at an orbital fre-
quency of 4fspin=9 in the Newtonian case and at 4fspin=3 in the
post-Newtonian case. The corresponding gravitational wave
frequencies are 8fspin=9 and 8fspin=3, respectively. It can be
seen that the gravitomagnetic driving dominates.

TABLE I. List of gravitational wave phase lag parameters that
will occur for the l � 2, m � 2 resonance for the known double
neutron star binaries when they coalesce. For B1913� 16, the
known value for the misalignment angle  (22�) was used; for
the others, the average value of the angular factors was used. The
pulsar mass M and companion mass M0 are in solar masses and
the pulsar spin period is in milliseconds. The parameter values
were taken from Ref. [38].

System Spin period M M0 Phase lag ��22

B1913� 16 59.0 1.441 1.387 �0:005
B1534� 12 37.9 1.339 1.339 �0:009
B2127� 11C 30.5 1.358 1.354 �0:010
J0737� 3039 22.7 1.34 1.25 �0:013
J1756� 2251 28.5 1.40 1.18 �0:011

4The orbital motion of these five systems is eccentric today,
but the radiation reaction will have circularized the orbits by the
time resonance occurs. It is thus consistent to use our circular-
orbit results for these binaries.
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An analysis of the detectability of mode resonances indi-
cates that the minimum detectable value of �� is ��� 2
for fspin � 100 Hz at a signal-to-noise ratio of S=N � 10
[40]. Therefore the minimum signal-to-noise ratio neces-
sary for detection of the effect is between �30 and �300,
depending on the neutron star parameters. It is conceivable
that the effect could be detected in some of the closest
detected binary inspirals with advanced interferometers.

One of the interesting features of the interaction is that
the phase shift is negative, corresponding to energy being
transferred from the star to the orbit rather than the other
way around. This arises because the star is rotating and the
interaction reduces the spin of the star, tapping into its
rotational kinetic energy.5 In Sec. IV B we show that this
sign of energy transfer is only possible for modes which
satisfy the Chandrasekhar-Friedman-Schutz mode instabil-
ity criterion [41,42] of being retrograde in the corotating
frame and prograde in the inertial frame.

Although the r-mode resonance may not be detectable, it
is nevertheless probably the strongest of all the mode
resonances in the early phase of the gravitational wave
signal. The energy transfer corresponding to the phase shift
(1.26) is from Eq. (1.13)

 �E� �1:4� 1048 erg�R4
10f

3
s100; (1.27)

which is fairly large. The corresponding dimensionless
amplitude � of the r-mode in the notation of Ref. [43] is

 �� 0:3R2
10fs100M�1

1:4 : (1.28)

This amplitude is sufficiently large that nonlinear mode-
mode interactions should be important, as in the case of
unstable r-modes in newly born neutron stars and in low
mass x-ray binaries [43]. In those contexts the mode-mode
coupling causes the mode growth to saturate at �� 10�4

[44– 49]. Here however the r-mode is driven on much
shorter time scales, and the mode-mode coupling likely
does not have time to operate efficiently. It is possible that
the type of nonlinear effects studied numerically in
Refs. [50,51] (generation of differential rotation, shocks,
wave breaking) could occur.

E. Organization of this paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Secs. II, III, and IV we analyze resonant driving of modes
in Newtonian gravity, building on the previous studies of
Refs. [26–28,31,32]. The time delay parameter �t can be
derived using energy conservation which we discuss in
Appendix B, but the relation (1.7) between the phase shift
parameter �� and �t requires an analysis of the orbital
equations of motion, which we give in Sec. IV. In Sec. V

and Appendix A we show that the gravitomagnetic driving
of modes can be computed to leading order using
Newtonian stellar perturbation theory supplemented by a
gravitomagnetic external acceleration, and we deduce the
phase shifts generated by the driving of r-modes.

II. NEWTONIAN MODE-ORBIT COUPLING

In this section we describe a model dynamical system
that describes the Newtonian excitation of modes in inspir-
alling binary systems. We generalize previous treatments
[31,32] to allow for stellar rotation. The dynamical system
will actually be general enough to encompass the post-
Newtonian driving of r-modes, as we discuss in Sec. V.

A. Mode expansions in rotating Newtonian stars

We start by reviewing the evolution equations for mode
amplitudes in rotating Newtonian stars, following the treat-
ment in Ref. [44]. We assume that the background star is
uniformly rotating with angular velocity � and mass M.
We denote by �x; t� the inertial-frame coordinates and by
� �x; t� the corotating-frame coordinates. These coordinate
systems are oriented so that � is in the z direction. Below
we will use spherical polar coordinates �r; 	s; ��s� for �x; the
corresponding inertial-frame coordinates are �r; 	s; �s�,
where

 �s � ��s ��t: (2.1)

A mode of a rotating star is a pair ��� �x�; !� of a mode
function �� �x� and a rotating-frame frequency !, such that
the rotating-frame Lagrangian displacement given by

 � � �x; t� � �� �x�e�i!t (2.2)

is a solution to the linearized hydrodynamic equations. We
label the different modes with ! � 06 by an index j; the
jth mode is ��j� �x�; !j�. It can then be shown that the
Lagrangian displacement �� �x; t� and its time derivative
_�� �x; t� can be expanded in the phase-space mode expansion

[44]

 

�
_�

� �
�
X
j

cj�t�
�j

�i!j�j

" #
� c�j �t�

��j
i!j�

�
j

" #
: (2.3)

In rotating stars, one cannot in general find a basis of
modes which are real, so the expansion coefficients cj�t�
are complex in general.

If there is an external acceleration aext� �x; t� acting on the
star, then the equation of motion for the jth mode is [44]

5This follows from the fact that, at fixed angular momentum,
the energy of a star is minimized at uniform rotation. Therefore
the only way the total energy of a rotating star can be reduced is
via a reduction of the spin.

6In a rotating star, to obtain a complete set of modes for the
phase-space mode expansion, one can either choose all the
modes with ! � 0 or all the modes with ! � 0. Here we choose
the latter (so the relevant r-modes have m � 0); the opposite
convention was used in Ref. [44].
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 _c j � i!jcj �
i
bj
h�j;aexti; (2.4)

where the inner product is defined by

 h�j;aexti �
Z
d3 �x���j � aext (2.5)

and �� �x� is the background density. The constant bj is
given by

 bj � h�j; 2!j�j � 2i�� �ji: (2.6)

We normalize the modes using the convention

 h�j; �ji � MR2; (2.7)

where R is the stellar radius.
An equivalent second-order form of the equation of

motion can be obtained by differentiating Eq. (2.4) and
eliminating _cj in the result using Eq. (2.4). This gives

 �c j �!
2
jcj � _fj � i!jfj;

where fj�t� � ih�j;aexti=bj. This is the form of the equa-
tion of motion discussed in the Introduction, cf. Eq. (1.1).

B. Mode-orbit coupling equations

We now consider a binary system of a star of mass M,
whose modes are excited, and a companion of mass M0

which we treat as a point mass. We denote the total mass
M�M0 by Mt, and the reduced mass MM0=Mt by �. We
denote by x � �r; 	; �� the displacement of M0 with re-
spect to M in polar coordinates. We orient these polar
coordinates so that the motion is confined to the equatorial
plane 	 � �=2. The equations of motion describing this
system are
 

_cj � i!jcj � fj; (2.8a)

�r� r _�2 �
Mt

r2 � amodes
r̂ � adiss

r̂ ; (2.8b)

r ��� 2 _r _� � amodes
�̂

� adiss
�̂
: (2.8c)

Here cj and !j are the amplitude and rotating-frame
frequency of the jth mode. The right-hand sides of
Eqs. (2.8b) and (2.8c) are the components of the total
relative acceleration amodes � adiss on the orthonormal ba-
sis er̂, e�̂, where amodes describes the backreaction of
excited modes onto orbital motion and adiss is the back-
reaction of emission of gravitational radiation onto orbital
motion. The latter acceleration term is obtained from the
Burke-Thorne radiation-reaction acceleration [52],

 adiss
i �t;x� � �

2

5

d5QTF
ij

dt5
�t�xj; (2.9)

where Qij is the quadrupole moment of the binary and TF
means trace-free part. In evaluating this expression we
include only the contribution Qij � �xixj to the quadru-

pole from the orbital degrees of freedom, neglecting the
contribution from the modes. To evaluate the time deriva-
tives of Qij, we use the Newtonian orbital equations of
motion with the mode coupling terms omitted. We also
neglect the effect of gravitational wave damping on the
modes themselves. This yields the components of the dis-
sipative acceleration,

 adiss
r̂ �

16�Mt

5r3
_r
�

_r2 � 6r2 _�2 �
4Mt

3r

�
(2.10)

and

 adiss
�̂
�

8�Mt

5r2
_�
�

9 _r2 � 6r2 _�2 �
2Mt

r

�
: (2.11)

The function fj in Eq. (2.8a) describes the coupling
between mode j and the tidal gravitational field of the
companion object. For Newtonian mode-orbit coupling, it
can be derived as follows [28]. Insert into the right-hand
side of Eq. (2.4) the acceleration aext � �r�ext, where the
external potential is

 �ext � �r
M0

jx� x�t�j

� �M0
X1
l0�2

Xl0
m0��l0

Wl0m0
rle�im

0��t�

r�t�l�1
Yl0m0 �	;��:

(2.12)

Here the coefficient Wl0m0 is given by Eq. (2.2) of Ref. [28],
and x�t� � �r�t�; �=2; ��t�� is the location of the compan-
ion. The spherical harmonics that appear in Eq. (2.12) are
related to spherical harmonics of the inertial-frame coor-
dinates �r; 	s; �s� which are aligned with the spin axis of
the star by

 Yl0m0 �	;�� �
X
m

D�l0�
mm0Yl0m�	s; �s�; (2.13)

where D�l0�
mm0 is the Wigner D-function [28]. Finally, use

the relation (2.1) between the inertial and corotating-frame
coordinates �s and ��s. The result is

 fj �
X
l0m0
Qj;l0m0

e�im
0��t��imj�t

r�t�l
0�1

; (2.14)

wheremj is the azimuthal quantum number of the mode �j,
and

 Qj;l0m0 �
iM0

bj
Wl0m0D

�l0�
mjm0
h�j;r�r

l0Yl0mj
�	s; ��s�	i: (2.15)

Note that there are two different azimuthal quantum num-
bers in the final expression (2.14), the quantum number mj

of the mode which controls the number of factors of the
phase ei�t, and the quantum number m0 which controls the
number of factors of the phase e�i��t�. These two quantum
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numbers coincide when the spin axis of the star is aligned
with the orbital angular momentum, but not in general.

For the Newtonian case, in the absence of dissipation,
the dynamical system (2.8) can be derived from the
Hamiltonian

 H �
p2
r

2�
�

p2
�

2�r2�
�Mt

r
�
X
j

bj�!jjcjj
2� ifjc

�
j � if

�
j cj	;

(2.16)

where pr � � _r, p� � �r2 _�, together with the Poisson
brackets fcj; ckg � 0, fcj; c�kg � �i�jk=bj. This allows us
to read off the orbital acceleration amodes due to the modes:

 

amodes
r̂ �

i
�

X
j

bj

�
cj
@f�j
@r
� c�j

@fj
@r

�
; (2.17a)

amodes
�̂

�
i
�r

X
j

bj

�
cj
@f�j
@�
� c�j

@fj
@�

�
: (2.17b)

From the formula (2.14) we see that a given mode j is
driven by a sum of terms labeled by �l0; m0�, the effects of
which superpose linearly. For the remainder of this section
and in Secs. III and IV, we will focus attention on a
particular mode j and on a particular driving term
�l0; m0�. Using the notations Aj�r� � jQj;l0m0 j=rl

0�1 and
ei
j � Qj;l0m0=jQj;l0m0 j, the coupling function (2.14) and
the orbital acceleration (2.17b) can be written as

 

fj � Aj�r�t�	e
�im0��t��imj�t�i
j ; (2.18a)

amodes
�̂

� �
2m0bjAj�r�t�	

�r�t�
<�c�je

�im0��t��imj�t�i
j	: (2.18b)

Although these formulas (2.18) were derived for
Newtonian tidal driving, we shall see in Sec. V that they
also apply to gravitomagnetic driving in the vicinity of a
resonance, with appropriate choices of the functions Aj�r�
and phases 
j.

C. New orbital variables

In order to analyze the effects of the mode coupling on
the orbital motion it is useful to make a change of varia-
bles, from r�t�, ��t�, _r�t�, and _��t� to new variables p�t�,
��t�, e�t�, and �0�t� that characterize the Newtonian el-
lipse that is instantaneously tangent to the orbit. Here p is
the instantaneous semilatus rectum and e is the instanta-
neous eccentricity. These variables are defined by the
equations

 

r �
p

1� ec�
; (2.19a)

_r �

������
Mt

p

s
es�; (2.19b)

_� �

������
Mt

p3

s
�1� ec�	2; (2.19c)

where c� � cos����0� and s� � sin����0�. In terms
of these variables the orbital equations become

 

_p �
2p3=2������

Mt

p
�1� ec��

a�̂ (2.20a)

_� �

������
Mt

p

p3=2
�1� ec��2; (2.20b)

_e �
����
p
p

2
������
Mt

p
�1� ec��

��3e� 4c� � ec2��a�̂

� �2s� � es2��ar̂	; (2.20c)

_�0 �
�

����
p
p

2e
������
Mt

p
�1� ec��

��e� 2c� � ec2��ar̂

� �4s� � es2��a�̂	: (2.20d)

Here c2� � cos�2����0�	, s2� � sin�2����0�	, and
ar̂ � amodes

r̂ � adiss
r̂ and a�̂ � amodes

�̂
� adiss

�̂
are the com-

ponents of the total acceleration in the radial and tangential
directions.

D. The circular approximation

In this paper we restrict attention to situations where the
eccentricity e is negligibly small before, during, and after
the mode resonance. We will justify this assumption in
Sec. IV C by estimating the magnitude of the eccentricity
generated during the resonance. Using this approximation
we can simplify the set of equations as follows. We can
drop Eqs. (2.20c) and (2.20d), and we simplify the remain-
ing equations (2.8a), (2.20a), and (2.20b) using e � 0.
Using the expressions (2.10) and (2.11) for the dissipative
components of the acceleration, and the mode-orbit cou-
pling terms (2.18), now gives

 

_cj � i!jc � Aj�p�e�im
0��t��imj�t�i
j ; (2.21a)

_p�
64�M2

t

5p3 � �
4m0bjAj�p�

����
p
p

�
������
Mt

p

�<�c�je
�im0��t��imj�t�i
j	; (2.21b)

_��

������
Mt

p

p3=2
� 0: (2.21c)

Note that only the � component of the acceleration con-
tributes in this approximation.
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E. The no-backreaction approximation

When the amplitude of the mode coupling Aj is small,
we can solve the system (2.21) of equations by neglecting
the backreaction of the mode excitation on the orbital
motion. More precisely, we (i) solve the orbital equations
(2.21b) and (2.21c) for the zeroth-order solutions p�t� and
��t�, neglecting the mode coupling; (ii) insert those zeroth-
order solutions into Eq. (2.21a) to compute the evolution of
the mode amplitude c�t�; and (iii) insert that mode ampli-
tude c�t� into Eqs. (2.21b) and (2.21c) to obtain the line-
arized perturbations �p�t� and ���t� to the orbital motion.
Steps (i) and (ii) are carried out in Sec. III, where we extend
previous results in the vicinity of resonance by Rathore,
Blandford, and Broderick [31,32]. Step (iii) is carried out
in Sec. IV. We justify the use of this no-backreaction
approximation in Sec. IV D.

III. MODE AMPLITUDE EVOLUTION

A. Zeroth-order solutions

We start by reviewing the zeroth-order solutions of the
orbital evolution equations (2.21b) and (2.21c) that apply in
the limit Aj ! 0 of no modal coupling. We denote by t0 the
time when mode j enters resonance, and by !0 the orbital
angular velocity at resonance. We define the radiation-
reaction time scale at resonance trr to be

 trr �
5

256M5=3!8=3
0

� 157 s
�

M

1:2M�

�
�5=3

�
f0

10 Hz

�
�8=3

;

(3.1)

where M � �3=5M2=5
t is the chirp mass and f0 �

!0=�2��. We also define the resonance time scale tres via
[cf. Sec. I C]

 tres � �96M5=3!11=3
0 =5��1=2

� 2:5 s
�

M

1:2M�

�
�5=6

�
f0

10 Hz

�
�11=6

: (3.2)

We define the dimensionless time parameters

 � �
t� t0
tres

(3.3)

(time from resonance in units of the resonance time), and

 � �
t� t0
trr

(3.4)

(time from resonance in units of the radiation-reaction
time). These variables will be useful in our computations
below. We also define the dimensionless small parameter

  �
tres

trr
�

32

3

���
6

5

s
M5=6!5=6

0 (3.5)

 � 0:015
�

M

1:2M�

�
5=6
�
f0

10 Hz

�
5=6
: (3.6)

We will use  as an expansion parameter throughout our
computations below. It follows from these definitions that 
is also the ratio of the orbital and resonance times, up to a
constant factor

 !0tres �
8

3
: (3.7)

We also have

 � � �: (3.8)

Using these notations, the zeroth-order solutions can be
written as
 

��t� � �0 �
64

152 �1� �1� ��
5=8	; (3.9a)

!�t� � _� � !0�1� ��
�3=8; (3.9b)

p�t� � p0�1� ��1=4: (3.9c)

Here �0, !0, and p0 are the values of �, !, and p at
resonance, related by

 !0 �

������
Mt

p

p3=2
0

: (3.10)

B. Mode amplitude evolution

In the rest of this section we will solve Eq. (2.21a) for the
mode amplitude analytically using matched asymptotic
expansions. We will divide the inspiral into three regimes:
an ‘‘early time’’ regime before resonance, the resonance
regime, and a ‘‘late time’’ regime after resonance. We will
compute separate solutions in these three regimes and
match them in their common domains of validity.

The evolution equation (2.21a) for the mode amplitude
can be written as

 _c j � i!jcj � Aj�p� exp�imj�t� im
0��t� � i
j	;

(3.11)

where p�t� and ��t� are given by Eqs. (3.9). It can be seen
from this equation that resonance occurs at an orbital
angular frequency !0 given by

 m0!0 � mj��!j: (3.12)

Note that the right-hand side of this equation is just the
inertial-frame frequency of the mode. We will restrict
attention to cases for which the sign of m0 is the same as
the sign of mj��!j, so that the solution !0 of Eq. (3.12)
is positive and resonance does occur.

1. Early time solution

Well before the resonance, the amplitude and frequency
of the forcing term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.11) are
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changing on the radiation-reaction time scale trr, which is
much larger than the mode period �!�1

j and the period
�!�1 of the tidal forcing. Therefore to a first approxima-
tion we can neglect the time dependence of Aj�t� �
Aj�p�t�	 and !�t� � _��t�. This gives the following ap-
proximate solution to Eq. (3.11):

 cej�t� �
Aj�t�e

�imj�t�im0��t��i
j	

i�mj��m
0!�t� �!j	

�
1�O

� 2!2
j

�!�!0�
2

��
:

(3.13)

Here the superscript e denotes ‘‘early time,’’ and we have
used the initial condition that the mode excitation vanishes
as t! �1. The error estimate in Eq. (3.13) can be ob-
tained by writing the mode amplitude as ce�t� � �ce�t�
with ce�t� given by Eq. (3.13), substituting into Eq. (3.11)
and solving for the linearized correction �ce�t� using the
same method of neglecting the time dependence of !�t�
and A�t�. The error terms show that Eq. (3.13) is valid in the
regime j!�!0j  j!jj. From the explicit solution
(3.9b) for !�t� this condition can also be written as j�j 
, or, using Eq. (3.8), as j�j  1. (Recall that � and � are
negative before resonance.)

For later use it will be convenient to specialize the
expression (3.13) for the early time solution to the regime
jt� t0j 
 trr or equivalently j�j 
 1=. Expanding the
zeroth-order expressions (3.9) about t � t0, writing the
result in terms of the rescaled time �, and using Eq. (3.7)
gives

 

��t� � �0 �
8�
3
�

1

2
�2 �O��3�; (3.14a)

!�t� � !0�1� 3�=8�O�2�2�	; (3.14b)

Aj�t� � A0;j�1�O���	; (3.14c)

where A0;j is the value of Aj at resonance. Substituting
these expansions into the early time solution (3.13) and
using Eq. (3.7) and the resonance condition (3.12) gives

 

cej��� �
8iA0;j

3m0!0�
exp�i�ur �!jtres��m0�2=2�	

�

�
1�O

�
1

�2

�
�O��3�

�
; (3.15)

where ur � 
j �m0�0 �mj�t0. Here the error term
O�1=�2� comes from the error term in Eq. (3.13), while
the second term O��3� arises from expanding the expo-
nential in the expression (3.14a).7 The expression (3.15) is
therefore valid for 1
 j�j 
 �1=3.

2. Late time solution

The late-time solution after resonance can be found
using the same method as for the early time solution. The
only difference is that we need to add an arbitrary solution
of the homogeneous version of Eq. (3.11), which will be
determined by matching onto the solutions in the reso-
nance and early time regions. The late-time solution can
be written as
 

clj�t� �
Aj�t�e�imj�t�im0��t��i
j	

i�mj��m0!�t� �!j	

�
1�O

� 2!2
j

�!�!0�
2

��
� Ble

�i�!j�t�t0��
l	; (3.16)

where Bl and 
l are constants parametrizing the homoge-
neous solution and the superscript ‘‘l’’ denotes ‘‘late time.’’
As before, this solution is valid in the regime jt� t0j 
tres or j�j  1; in the late time regime � is positive. Also as
above, we can further expand the solution in the near-
resonance regime 1
 j�j 
 �1=3 as
 

clj��� �
8iA0;j

3m0!0�
exp�i�ur �!jtres��m

0�2=2�	

�

�
1�O

�
1

�2

�
�O��3�

�
� Ble

�i�!jtres��
l�:

(3.17)

3. Resonance time solution

Finally we turn to the resonance regime jt� t0j � tres or
j�j � 1. In this regime we can expand the differential
equation (3.11) using the expansions (3.14) and the for-
mulas (3.3) and (3.7) to obtain
 

dcrj
d�
� i!jtresc

r
j � A0;jtres � �1�O���	

� ei�ur�!jtres��m0�2=2�O��3�	: (3.18)

The solution to this equation consists of a homogeneous
solution which will be determined by matching to the early
time solution, together with a particular solution which can
be expressed in terms of the Fresnel integrals,

 

�
C�z�
S�z�

�
�
Z z

0

�
cos
sin

��
�u2

2

�
du; (3.19)

as discussed by Rathore, Blandford, and Broderick [31,32].
The solution is
 

crj��� �
���������
�
jm0j

r
A0;jtres

2
4C

0
@ ���������
jm0j
�

s
�

1
A

� isgn�m0�S

0
@ ���������
jm0j
�

s
�

1
A
3
5ei�ur�!jtres��

� �1�O��2�	 � Bre�i�!jtres��
r�: (3.20)

Here the superscript ‘‘r’’ denotes ‘‘resonance’’ and Br and

7Since � 1 here the O��� error term from the expansion
(3.14c) of the amplitude is negligible in comparison to the
O��3� error term from the expansion (3.14a) of the phase.
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r are constants parametrizing the homogeneous part of
the solution. The error term O��2� in Eq. (3.20) comes
from the correction term in the argument of the exponential
in Eq. (3.18). Note also that the error terms generated from
the errors in the amplitude expansion (3.14c) scale as
 exp�i�2� or 2� and can be neglected. It follows from
Eq. (3.20) that this resonance solution is valid in the regime
j�j 
 �1=2.

For later use it will be convenient to specialize the
expression (3.20) for the resonance time solution to the
regime j�j  1. In this regime the arguments of the
Fresnel integrals are large, and we can use the asymptotic
formula

 

�
C�z�
S�z�

�
�

sgn�z�
2
�

1

�z

�
sin
� cos

�
��z2=2� �O�z�3�:

(3.21)

This gives
 

crj��� � A0;jtres

� �����������
�

2jm0j

r
sgn���ei�ur�!jtres��sgn�m0��=2�

�
i
m0�

ei�ur�!jtres��m0�2=2�

�
�1�O���3�

�O��2�	 � Bre�i�!jtres��
r�: (3.22)

This form of the resonance solution is valid in the regime
1
 j�j 
 �1=2.

4. Matching computation

We now match the expressions (3.15) for the early time
solution and (3.22) for the resonance solution within their
common domain of validity 1
 j�j 
 �1=3 with � < 0.
For both expressions the dominant error terms in cj���,
which are obtained by multiplying the fractional errors by
the corresponding expressions for cj���, are of orderO��2�

and O��1��3�. Using Eq. (3.7), one can show that ex-
pression (3.15) matches the second term inside the square
brackets in Eq. (3.22). Demanding that the remaining terms
in Eq. (3.22) cancel one another determines the constants
Br and 
r:

 Bre
�i
r �

�����������
�

2jm0j

r
A0;jtrese

i�ur�sgn�m0��=2��1�O��	:

(3.23)

Here we have used the fact that sgn��� � �1 before reso-
nance. In a similar way we match the expressions (3.17) for
the late time solution and (3.22) for the resonance solution
within their common domain of validity 1
 j�j 
 �1=3

with � > 0. This yields Bl � 2Br and 
l � 
r, or

 Ble
i
l �

���������
2�
jm0j

s
A0;jtrese

i�ur�sgn�m0��=2��1�O��	: (3.24)

The size of Bl implies that at late times, when j!�!jj *

!j, the homogeneous term in the late time solution (3.16)
is larger than the particular solution by a factor �1=.
Therefore in this regime the late-time solution is a freely
oscillating mode.

IV. PERTURBATION OF ORBITAL MOTION

In this section we solve the orbital evolution equations
(2.21b) and (2.21c), treating the tidal terms as linear per-
turbations on top of the quasicircular binary inspiral mo-
tion. We look for solutions of the form
 

p�t� � p�0��t� � �p�t�; (4.1a)

��t� � ��0��t� � ���t�; (4.1b)

where p�0��t� and ��0��t� are the zeroth-order inspiral so-
lutions (3.9a) and (3.9c). It will be sufficient to specialize to
the regime j�j 
 1 near resonance. Linearizing
Eqs. (2.21b) and (2.21c) yields the following evolution
equations for the perturbations �p and ��:
 

� _p�
3

4trr�1� ��
�p � s�t�; (4.2a)

� _��
3
������
Mt

p

2p5=2
0 �1� ��

5=8
�p � 0: (4.2b)

Here the source term s�t� is

 s�t� � 2s0A0;j<�c�je
�im0��t��imj�t�i
j	�1�O���	;

(4.3)

where

 s0 � �
2m0bj

������
p0
p

�
������
Mt

p : (4.4)

A. Evolution of semilatus rectum

Equation (4.2a) is a first order differential equation and
its solution is easily found to be

 �p �
Z t

�1
s�t0�

�
1� �0

1� �

�
3=4
dt0; (4.5)

where �0 � t0=trr. In evaluating integral (4.5), we use the
early time approximation (3.13) for the mode amplitude
c�t� for�1< t < t0 � tm, the resonance time approxima-
tion (3.20) for t0 � tm < t < t0 � tm, and the late time
approximation (3.16) for t > t0 � tm. We denote by se�t�,
sr�t�, and sl�t� the corresponding approximations to the
driving term (4.3), and by �pe�t�, �pr�t�, and �pl�t� the
corresponding approximate solutions for �p in the three
regimes. We choose the parameter tm governing the times
at which we switch from one approximation to the next to
be

 tm � �trr4=5; (4.6)

where � is a dimensionless constant of order unity. The
corresponding values of � � �t� t0�=trr and � � �= are
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�m � �4=5 and �m � ��1=5. The choice (4.6) of scaling
with  of tm maximizes the overall accuracy, as can be seen
from the scalings of the error estimates in the mode am-
plitude solutions (3.15), (3.17), and (3.22). The final results
are independent of the choice of �.

Performing integral (4.5) is straightforward, albeit a
little tedious. The result of interest to us here is the expan-
sion of �pl�t� in the regime 1
 �
 �1=2. This is
 

�pl�t� �
2�
jm0j

s0A
2
0;jt

2
res

�
1�

1

�

������������
2

�jm0j

s
cos

�
jm0j�2

2
�
�
4

�

�
1

2�jm0j�2 �O��
�3� �O��2�

�
: (4.7)

B. Phase evolution

We obtain the phase perturbation �� by inserting into
Eq. (4.2b) the perturbation �p of the semilatus rectum and
integrating. We first discuss the leading order phase shift
and then discuss the magnitude of the corrections.

To leading order we take �p�t� � 0 for t < t0, and for
t > t0 we use the expression for �p�t� given by the first
term in the brackets in Eq. (4.7). This approximate form of
�p�t� satisfies for t > t0 the homogeneous version of the
equations of motion (4.2). It coincides at j�j 
 1 with the
homogeneous solution obtained by taking t0 ! t0 � �t in
the zeroth-order solution given by Eqs. (3.4) and (3.9c) and
linearizing in �t:

 �p�t� � �
p0�t

4�1� ��3=4trr
: (4.8)

By expanding Eq. (4.8) in the regime 1
 �
 �1=2, and
comparing with the first term in Eq. (4.7), we can read off
the parameter �t:

 �t � �
8�
jm0jp0

s0A2
0;jt

2
restrr�1�O��	: (4.9)

We discuss below the O�� error term.
The corresponding solution for the phase perturbation

�� is also a solution of the homogeneous system of
equations, and therefore must be of the form discussed in
the Introduction, parametrized by the time delay parameter
�t and an overall phase shift ��:

 ��t� � ��0��t� � ���t� � ��0��t� �t� � ��: (4.10)

In this approximation the relation (1.7) between �� and
�t follows from the continuity of ���t� at t � t0, which
follows from Eq. (4.2b):

 �� � !0�t: (4.11)

Combining this with the expression (4.9) for �t and the
formula (4.4) for s0 gives the phase shift formula8

 �� � 16�sgn�m0�
A2

0;jbjt
2
restrr

�p2
0

�1�O��	: (4.12)

We next discuss the sign of the phase shift ��. We shall
see later [cf. Eqs. (4.11) and (B9)] that the sign of the phase
shift is the same of the sign of the net energy transferred
from the orbit to the star. The sign of the parameter bj in
Eq. (4.12) coincides with the sign of !j for inertial modes,
and probably also in general [53]. Therefore we obtain
 

sgn���� � sgn�m0!j� � sgn�mj��!j�sgn�!j�

� sgn���!j=mj�sgn�!j=mj�; (4.13)

where on the first line we have used the resonance condi-
tion (3.12). Since �> 0 by convention it follows that ��
is negative if and only if both !j=mj is negative (the mode
is retrograde in the corotating frame) and !j=mj �� is
positive (the mode is prograde in the inertial frame), i.e.,
the Chandrasekhar-Friedman-Schutz mode instability cri-
terion [41,42] is satisfied.

Consider now the magnitude of the corrections to the
leading order result (4.12). First, there is a nonzero phase
perturbation in the early time regime, generated by the
perturbation �p. This phase perturbation grows like
1=j�j, but is smaller than the phase shift (4.12) by a factor
of � when the growth saturates at j�j � 1. Second, there
is a phase perturbation which is generated by inserting the
second and third terms in the approximation (4.7) for
�pr�t�, and integrating using Eq. (4.2b). This phase per-
turbation is also smaller than �� by a factor of�. Third,
there are fractional corrections of order O�� due to higher
order contributions to the matching parameters Br, 
r, Bl,
and 
l indicated by the error terms in Eqs. (3.23) and
(3.24). Finally, there are phase perturbations generated at
late times by the coupling between the freely oscillating
mode and orbital motion. These can also be shown to be
smaller than the leading order �� by a factor of at most
�.

C. Validity of circular approximation

When solving the orbital evolution equations (2.20a) and
(2.20b) we set the eccentricity e to zero. We now determine
the domain of validity of this approximation.

First, in the absence of mode coupling, there is a nonzero
instantaneous eccentricity e� torb=trr � 2 due to the
gradual inspiral. To compute this eccentricity we start
with the orbital equations of motion (2.8b) and (2.8c)
with the mode coupling terms dropped, and solve using a
two time scale expansion. The result is that the zeroth-
order inspiral solution (3.9) is accurate up to fractional
corrections of order O�4�:
 

r�t� � r0�1� ��
1=4�1�O�4�	; (4.14a)

��t� �
Z
dt!0�1� ���3=8�1�O�4�	: (4.14b)

8The gravitational wave phase shift �� used in the
Introduction is related to the orbital phase shift �� used here
by �� � 2��.
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Transforming to the variables p�t�, e�t�, ��t�, and �0�t�
using the definition (2.19) gives
 

p�t� � r0�1� ��
1=4�1�O�4�	; (4.15a)

e�t� �
1

4trr!0
�1� ���5=8�1�O�2�	; (4.15b)

��t� �
Z
dt!0�1� ���3=8�1�O�4�	; (4.15c)

�0�t� � ���t� � 3�=2	�1�O�2�	: (4.15d)

We now denote this solution by p�0��t�, e�0��t�, ��0��t�,
and ��0�0 �t�, and linearize the equations (2.20) to solve for
the perturbations �p�t�, �e�t�, ���t�, and ��0�t� generated
by the mode coupling. We retain only terms that are zeroth
order in . The resulting equation for �e�t� is

 

_�e � �

��������
p�0�

q
Mt

amode
r̂ ; (4.16)

where amode
r̂ is the radial acceleration due to the mode

coupling, given by Eqs. (2.17a) and (2.18a). We now use
the expression (3.20) for the mode amplitude in the reso-
nant regime, simplify using the expansions (3.14), and in
the resulting expression drop all the terms that do not
accumulate secularly. The result is

 �e�t� � �emaxJ �
���������
jm0j

p
��; (4.17)

where the function J ��� is given by

 J ��� �
Z �

�1
d ��
�
� sin� ��2=2�

�
C
� ������
�
p

�
�

1

2

�

� cos� ��2=2�
�
S
� ������
�
p

�
�

1

2

��
:

This function satisfies J ��� ! 0 as �! 1, from the fact
that the Fresnel functions C and S are odd and using the
approximate formulas (3.21). Therefore in this approxima-
tion the final eccentricity generated by the resonance van-
ishes, in agreement with a previous result of Rathore
[Eq. (6.104) of Ref. [32] specialized to e � 0].

The quantity �emax is, up to a factor of order unity, the
maximum eccentricity achieved during the resonance. It
scales as

 �emax � 
2��: (4.18)

This eccentricity is transient and lasts only for a time�tres.
From the equations of motion (2.20a) and (2.20b), we can
estimate the corrections to the parameters �� and �t
characterizing the resonance that are generated by this
transient eccentricity. We find that the corrections to both
�� and !0�t are of order �� [�emax times the number
of cycles �1= of resonance] or smaller, and thus can be
neglected.

We note that this computation is valid only in the regime
��
 1 for which �e
 e�0� throughout the resonance. In

the regime �� 1, both e�t� and �0�t� are significantly
perturbed away from their zeroth-order solutions, and it is
not a good approximation to evaluate the right-hand side of
Eq. (4.16) using the zeroth-order solutions as done here.
We conclude that the circular approximation is valid for
this paper, since �� & 1 for all the cases we consider.

D. Validity of no-backreaction approximation

The no-backreaction approximation is valid when the
phase perturbation ���t� accumulated over the resonance
is small compared to the phase accumulated over the same
period in the absence of mode coupling [32], i.e., when

 � �
���t0 � tres� � ���t0 � tres�

!0tres

 1: (4.19)

This ensures the smallness of the backreaction fractional
corrections to the mode driving terms on the right-hand
side of Eq. (3.11). From Eq. (4.2b) we have

 ���t0 � tres� � ���t0 � tres� �

������
Mt

p

p5=2
0

tres�p�t0�: (4.20)

Using Eq. (4.5) to estimate �p�t0� now gives

 ��
trrA

2
0;jbj

�p2
0!

2
0

: (4.21)

Comparing this with the formula (4.12) for the resonance
phase shift �� and using Eq. (3.7) gives

 �� 2��: (4.22)

The estimate (4.22) shows that in general there is a
nonempty regime where the no-backreaction approxima-
tion is valid, �
 1, and where in addition the phase shift
due to the resonance is large, �� 1. For the r-modes
studied here, by combining the numerical estimate (1.26)
of �� with the numerical estimate (3.5) of  we obtain

 �� 10�3M�5=3
1:4 f7=3

s100R
4
10: (4.23)

Thus, the no-backreaction approximation is valid for the
mode driving considered here.

V. APPLICATION TO GRAVITOMAGNETIC TIDAL
DRIVING OF ROSSBY MODES

A. Overview

In this section we compute the parameters �t and ��
that characterize the perturbation (1.6) to the gravitational
wave phase due to the resonant post-1-Newtonian tidal
driving of r-modes.

In our computations we will use a harmonic, confor-
mally Cartesian post-1-Newtonian coordinate system
adapted to the star whose modes are being driven. We
can specialize this coordinate system so that (i) the post-
1-Newtonian mass dipole of the star vanishes, so that the
origin of coordinates coincides with the star’s center of
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mass; (ii) the angular velocity of the coordinate system as
measured locally using Coriolis-type accelerations van-
ishes (the angular velocity with respect to distant stars
will not vanish due to dragging of inertial frames); and
(iii) the normalization of the time coordinate is such that
the l � 0 piece of the Newtonian potential outside the star
is of the form � � �M=r without any additional additive
constant [53,54]. In such body-adapted reference frames
(also called local asymptotic rest frames), the effect of the
external gravitational field on the internal dynamics of the
star can be parametrized, in post-1-Newtonian gravity, by a
set of gravitoelectric tidal tensors Ei1i2...il�t� and gravito-
magnetic tidal tensors Bi1i2...il�t�, for l � 2. These tensors
are symmetric and trace-free on all pairs of indices, and are
invariant under the remaining post-1-Newtonian gauge
freedom [53].

In Newtonian gravity the gravitoelectric tidal fields are
just the gradients of the external potential �ext evaluated at
the spatial origin:

 E i1...il�t� �
1

�l� 2�!

@l�ext

@xi1 . . . @xil
�0; t�: (5.1)

In post-1-Newtonian gravity the definition of the tidal
tensors is more complicated, since the field equations are
nonlinear and so the potentials cannot be written as the sum
of interior and exterior pieces as in the Newtonian case.
The post-1-Newtonian definitions are discussed in detail in
Refs. [53,54].9 The tidal tensors Ei1i2...il and Bi1i2...il can
also be defined in the more general context of a small
object in an arbitrary background metric [55].

In this section we will compute the driving of the
r-modes by the leading order gravitomagnetic tidal tensor
Bij�t�. The effects of the higher order tensors Bi1...il�t� for
l � 3 are suppressed by one or more powers of the tidal
expansion parameter R=r, where R is the radius of the star
and r is the orbital separation. Therefore we will neglect
these higher order tensors.

A key point about the gravitomagnetic tidal tensors is
that they vanish identically at Newtonian order. Therefore
when computing the driving of the r-modes, it is sufficient
to use Newtonian-order stellar perturbation theory supple-
mented by post-1-Newtonian tidal driving terms. This is
sufficient to compute the mode driving to post-1-
Newtonian accuracy, and constitutes a significant
simplification.10

For the Newtonian mode driving discussed in the pre-
vious sections, we used the Hamiltonian (2.16) to deduce
driving terms (2.17) in the orbital equations of motion.
Here, for the post-Newtonian case, we will instead com-
pute those driving terms directly, by evaluating the current
quadrupole Sij induced by the r-mode and using the post-
1-Newtonian equations of motion including multipole cou-
plings derived in Ref. [53]. We will verify that these
driving terms take the same form (2.18b) as in the
Newtonian case and as analyzed in Secs. III and IV.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows.
We review the properties of r-modes in Sec. V B.
Section V C and Appendix A compute the mode-orbit
coupling term responsible for driving the mode, as well
as the resonant response of the modes. Next in Sec. V D we
analyze the effect of the mode on the orbit and derive the
parameters �t and ��, using the results of Sec. IV.

B. Rossby modes

In this section we review the relevant properties of
Rossby modes (r-modes). We will use the notations of
Sec. II A, in particular, the inertial-frame coordinates are
x � �r; 	s;�s� and the coordinates that corotate with the
star are �x � �r; 	s; ��s�with�s � ��s ��t. In the remain-
der of this section we will drop the mode index j for
simplicity, and we will write the rotating-frame mode
frequency !j as !m.

For r-modes, the rotating-frame mode frequencies are
[33]

 !m � !lm � �
2m�

l�l� 1�
; (5.2)

where � � j�j and l, m are the usual spherical harmonic
indices. The mode eigenfunctions are [33]

 � lm� �x� � �
iflm�r�����������������
l�l� 1�

p �x� rYlm�	; ����1�O�$2�	;

(5.3)

where Ylm is a spherical harmonic and flm�r� is a real radial
mode function. Here$ � �=�cr is the angular velocity in

units of the breakup angular velocity �cr �
�������������
M=R3

p
. The

mode normalization condition (2.7) can be written in terms
of the radial mode function flm�r� as

 

Z R

0
drr2��r�flm�r�2 � MR2: (5.4)

Using the mode function (5.3) in the definition (2.6) of the
constant b yields

 b � !mMR2: (5.5)

We define a dimensionless coupling parameter Ilm for the
mode by

9We follow here the notational conventions of Ref. [55] for the
tidal tensors Ei1...il �t� and Bi1...il�t�. A different notational con-
vention is used in Refs. [53,54], where these tensors are denoted
�Gi1...il �t�=�l� 2�! and �3Hi1...il�t�=�2�l� 1��l� 2�!	,
respectively.

10Note that the validity of this approximation depends on the
choice of coordinate system. It is valid for the coordinate
systems used here, but would not be valid for a coordinate
system �t; xi� obtained from the standard global inertial-frame
harmonic coordinate system �~t; ~xi� by a Newtonian-type trans-
formation of the form t � ~t, xi � ~xi � zi�~t�.
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 Ilm �
1

MR3

Z R

0
r4flm�r���r�dr; (5.6)

this parameter will arise in our computations below.
We next express the mode function (5.3) in inertial

coordinates �x; t�, in which it simply acquires a factor of
e�im�t:

 � lm�x� � �
ie�im�t����������������
l�l� 1�

p flmx� rYlm�	;���1�O�$
2�	:

(5.7)

For each l, m we define the symmetric trace-free tensors
Ylm
s1s2:::sl by the equation [56]

 Ylm�	;�� � Ylm
s1s2:::sln

s1ns2 . . . nsl ; (5.8)

where ni � xi=r is the unit radial vector.

C. Computation of force terms and resonant response
of modes

We now turn to the analysis of the mode amplitude
driving terms h�lm;aexti. We restrict attention to modes
�lm with m> 0; the m< 0 driving terms are just the
complex conjugates of the m> 0 terms. In order to derive
the form of the external acceleration aext�x; t� to be added
to the Newtonian perturbation equations, we consider,
temporarily, post-1-Newtonian stellar perturbation theory.
The argument which follows is a slightly more rigorous
version of the argument given in Appendix A of Ref. [57].

In post-1-Newtonian gravity in conformally Cartesian
gauges, the metric is expanded in the form
 

ds2 � ��1� 2"2�� 2"4��2 �  � �O�"6�	�dt="�2

� �2"3�i �O�"
5�	dxi�dt="�

� ��ij � 2"2��ij �O�"4�	dxidxj: (5.9)

Here �,  , and � are the Newtonian potential, the post-
Newtonian scalar potential, and the gravitomagnetic po-
tential, respectively. The quantity " is a formal expansion
parameter which can be set to unity at the end of the
calculation; it can be thought of as the reciprocal of the
speed of light.

We consider a uniformly rotating background star, char-
acterized by a pressure p0, density �0, fluid 3-velocity v0,
and by gravitational potentials �0,  0, and �0. We assume
that the star is subject to an external perturbing gravito-
magnetic tidal field Bij�t�. The linear response of the star
can be parametrized in terms of the Eulerian perturbations
�p, ��, �v, ��, � , and �� , which satisfy the linearized
post-1-Newtonian hydrodynamic and Einstein equations.
The solution is determined by the boundary conditions on
the gravitational potential perturbations at large r, which
are

 

��i�x; t� !
2

3
ijkBkl�t�xjxl (5.10a)

���x; t� ! 0 (5.10b)

� �x; t� ! 0 (5.10c)

as r! 1. [See, for example, Eqs. (3.5) of Ref. [53], where
we drop all the tidal tensors except for Hij � �2Bij.]
Next, the linearized equation satisfied by �� in harmonic
gauges is

 r2��i � 16��0�vi � 16�vi0�� � 0: (5.11)

We can neglect the second and third terms in this equation
for the reason explained in Sec. VA: the perturbations ��
and �v will be proportional to Bij and thus of post-1-
Newtonian order, so the corrections to �� they generate
will be of post-2-Newtonian order. Solving Eq. (5.11)
without the second and third terms and subject to the
boundary condition (5.10a) yields

 ��i�x; t� �
2

3
ijkBkl�t�x

jxl: (5.12)

Also, since the perturbation has no Newtonian part, we
have

 �� � 0: (5.13)

Next, we take the field equation for  , the post-1-
Newtonian continuity equation, and the post-1-
Newtonian Euler equation in harmonic gauge. We linearize
these equations about the background solution
��0; p0;v0;�0;  0; �0�, use Eq. (5.13), and drop all terms
of the type discussed above that give rise to post-2-
Newtonian corrections. The results are

 r2� � 4���; (5.14)

 

_��� r � ���v0 � �0�v� � 0; (5.15)

and
 

_�v � ��v0 � r��v� ��v � r�v0 �
r�p
�0
�
rp0

�2
0

��

� r� � aext; (5.16)

where

 a ext � � _�� � v0 � �r� ���: (5.17)

Finally, we can replace the post-1-Newtonian background
solution ��0; p0;�0;v0� by its Newtonian counterpart; the
corresponding changes to ��, �p, �v, and � are of post-
2-Newtonian order and can be neglected.

Equations (5.14), (5.15), and (5.16) together with the
boundary condition (5.10c) are precisely the standard
Newtonian perturbation equations supplemented by the
external acceleration aext. We have therefore shown that
the leading order effect of the external gravitomagnetic
tidal field Bij�t� on the star can be computed using
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Newtonian perturbation theory. The expression (5.17) for
the external acceleration aext can be rewritten using the
formula (5.12) for �� as

 aiext � �
2

3
ijk _Bkl�t�x

jxl � 2ijkv
0
jBkl�t�x

l: (5.18)

Using this expression together with the mode function (5.7)
and v0 � �� x in the coupling integral (2.5) written in
inertial-frame coordinates shows that the only nonvanish-
ing driving terms occur for l � 2, and we obtain
 

h�2m;aexti � �
16�iMR3I2m

15
���
6
p eim�t�Y2m

ij �
�

� � _Bij � 2Bpijpq�q	

� �
16�iMR3I2m

15
���
6
p

d
dt
�eim�t�Y2m

ij �
�Bij�t�	:

(5.19)

Here I2m are the dimensionless coupling parameters (5.6),
and we have used � � �0; 0;��.

So far the analysis has been valid for a star placed in an
arbitrary gravitomagnetic tidal field Bij�t�. We now spe-
cialize to a star in a binary. We denote by z�t� and _z�t� the
coordinate location and velocity of the companion star of
massM0; these quantities are the relative displacement and
relative velocity since we are working in the center-of-
mass frame of the star M. In Appendix A we show that

 B ij � 6M0z�ij�klzk _zl=r5: (5.20)

We parametrize the quasicircular orbit as

 z �t� � r�t��cos cos��t�; sin��t�; sin cos��t�	: (5.21)

Here ��t� is the orbital phase of the binary, and  is the
inclination angle of the orbital angular momentum relative
to the spin axis of the star. Inserting this parametrization
into the formula (5.20) for Bij and then into the expression
(5.19) for the overlap integral gives the following results
for the l � 2, m � 1 and l � 2, m � 2 r-modes

 

h�21;aexti �

���������
16�

5

s
I21

r2 MM
0R3!ei�t

�
�!��� sin

�
3 
2

�
sin
�
 
2

�
ei��t� � �!��� cos

�
3 
2

�
cos

�
 
2

�
e�i��t�

�
; (5.22a)

h�22;aexti �

���������
16�

5

s
I22

r2 MM
0R3!ei2�t sin 

�
�2��!�sin2

�
 
2

�
ei��t� � �2��!�cos2

�
 
2

�
e�i��t�

�
; (5.22b)

where ! � _�.
These driving terms are each a sum of two terms pro-

portional to eim�t�i��t� which oscillate at different frequen-
cies. From the equation of motion (2.4), resonant driving
will occur at !�t� � !0 if

 �!m � m��!0: (5.23)

Now the mode frequency !m is negative and by Eq. (5.2)
satisfies j!mj<�. Also the orbital angular velocity !�t�
is by convention positive. It follows that only the terms
proportional to eim�t�i��t� can produce resonant driving.
The other nonresonant terms / eim�t�i��t� will produce
corrections to the late time phase evolution that are at least
a factor of  smaller than those due to the resonant terms,
and can be safely dropped. Thus the resonant orbital fre-
quency is

 !0 � m��!m: (5.24)

Using the formula (5.2) for the mode frequencies !m �
!lm, we find for the two modes we consider
 

m � 1; !m � ��=3; !0 � 2�=3; (5.25a)

m � 2; !m � �2�=3; !0 � 4�=3: (5.25b)

We next substitute the resonant terms from the overlap
integrals (5.22) into Eq. (2.4) and use the formula (5.5) for

b. This finally gives

 

_c21 � i!21c21 �
i
!21

���������
16�

5

s
I21M

0R

r2 !�!���

� cos
�
3 
2

�
cos

�
 
2

�
ei�t�i��t� (5.26a)

_c22 � i!22c22 �
i
!22

���������
16�

5

s
I22M

0R

r2 !�!� 2��

� sin cos2

�
 
2

�
e2i�t�i��t�: (5.26b)

Note that, for the aligned case  � 0, only the l � 2, m �
1 mode is excited. No modes are resonantly excited in the
antialigned case  � �.

The mode amplitude evolution equations (5.26) are ex-
actly of the form (3.11), with m0 � 1. We can therefore
directly use the results of Sec. III to obtain the resonant
response of each mode. From Eq. (3.22) the quantities
needed to characterize this resonant response are the reso-
nant time scale tres [Eq. (3.2)] and the amplitude A0;j of the
forcing term at resonance. From Eqs. (5.25) and (5.26) we
obtain for the values of these parameters
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tres;21 � �96M5=3�2�=3�11=3=5	�1=2; (5.27a)

A0;21 �

���������
16�

5

s
I21M0R

r2
0

2�

3
cos

�
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2

�
cos

�
 
2

�
; (5.27b)

tres;22 � �96M5=3�4�=3�11=3=5	�1=2; (5.27c)

A0;22 �

���������
16�

5

s
I22M0R

r2
0

4�

3
sin cos2

�
 
2

�
: (5.27d)

D. Effect of current quadrupole on orbital motion

Since r-modes do not generate mass multipole moments
to linear order in the Lagrangian fluid displacement,11 the
Newtonian equation of motion for the star’s center-of-mass
worldline (and its companion’s as well) remain unchanged
when such modes are driven. The leading order correction
to the equations of motion is a post-1-Newtonian tidal
interaction term involving the current quadrupole moment
induced in the star by the r-mode. The equations of motion
including the effect of this current quadrupole were derived
in Ref. [53]. We specialize Eq. (6.11) of Ref. [53] to two
bodies with masses M1 � M, M2 � M0, positions z1�t�
and z2�t�, current quadrupoles S1

ij�t� � Sij�t� and S2
ij�t� �

0, and with all other mass and current moments equal to
zero. This gives
 

�zi1 � M0
zi
r3 �

M0

Mt
ai (5.28a)

�zi2 � �M
zi
r3 �

M
Mt
ai; (5.28b)

where z � z2 � z1, v � _z, and the contribution a to the
relative acceleration �z due to the current quadrupole is

 ai � �4
Mt

M

�
ipq _Sqr

zpzr
r5
� 5jpqvpSqr

zhizjzri
r7

� 5ipqvjSqr
zhjzpzri
r7

�
: (5.29)

Here the angular brackets denote taking the symmetric
trace-free part of the corresponding tensor, thus

 zhizjzri � zizjzr �
r2

5
��ijzr � �irzj � �jrzi�: (5.30)

In Sec. II we showed that only the tangential component
a�̂ of the relative acceleration is needed to compute the
leading order phase lag parameter in the circular approxi-
mation. That tangential component is given by

 a�̂ �
1

r!
v � a � �

4Mt

M!r6
�v� z�q _Sqrzr: (5.31)

Now for an axial fluid displacement ��t; �x�, the induced
current quadrupole moment to linear order in � is given by
the following integral in inertial coordinates:

 

Sqr �
Z
��r����k�kxhqxri � r

2�hq�ri � 2�kxk�hqxri

� xhqrimnxm _�n	d3x: (5.32)

Using the mode expansion (2.3) and the mode function
(5.3), we evaluate the integral (5.32) for an l � 2 r-mode.
Only the term proportional to _� survives, and we obtain

 Sqr �
8�
5

���
2

3

s
I2mMR

3!m<fe
�im�tc2m�t�Y

2m
qr g: (5.33)

Substituting the current quadrupole (5.33) into the ac-
celeration (5.31) and using the orbit parametrization (5.21)
gives for the m � 1 case

 

a�̂;21 �
4

3

����
�
5

r
I21

�

r3 MtR
3fcos�3 =2� cos� =2�

� �ei��i�t� _c21 � i�c21�	 � sin�3 =2� sin� =2�

� �e�i��i�t� _c21 � i�c21�	g � c:c: (5.34)

Next we use the fact that in the vicinity of the resonance we
have _cj � �i!jcj�1�O��	, from Sec. III B, to eliminate
the time derivative terms. We also drop the terms propor-
tional to sin�3 =2� sin� =2� as they cannot give rise to
secular contribution to the phase shift. This yields

 

a�̂;21 �
4

3

����
�
5

r
I21

��!21 ���

r3 MtR3 cos�3 =2� cos� =2�

� ��iei��t��i�tc21�t�	 � c:c: (5.35)

Similarly we find for the m � 2 mode

 

a�̂;22 �
8

3

����
�
5

r
I22

��!22 � 2��

r3 MtR3 sin cos2� =2�

� ��iei��t��2i�tc22�t�	 � c:c: (5.36)

These tangential accelerations (5.35) and (5.36) coincide
with the prediction (2.18b) of the Newtonian model of
Sec. II, when we use the formulas (5.27b) and (5.27d) for
the amplitudes at resonance A0;j of the mode forcing terms.
We can therefore use the results of this Newtonian model.
Substituting the amplitudes and resonance time scales
(5.27) into the formula (4.12) for the phase shift �� and
using Eqs. (5.5) and (5.25) finally yields

11This is correct only to leading order in the star’s spin
frequency. There are corrections to the leading order mode
eigenfunction (5.3) that scale as �2R3=M. As discussed in the
Introduction, these correction terms can couple to the Newtonian
tidal field and induce mass multipole moments to linear order in
the Lagrangian fluid displacement [28].
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E. Numerical values for specific neutron star models

1. Barotropic stars

In the case of barotropic stars (i.e. stars without buoy-
ancy forces), the formula (5.3) for the mode function only
applies for jmj � l, in which case flm�r� / rl. In this case,
using the normalization condition (5.4), the formula (5.6)
for the parameter I22 evaluates to

 I22 �

�
1

MR4

Z R

0
��r�r6dr

�
1=2
: (5.38)

This gives

 I22 �

���������
3

28�

s
’ 0:185 (5.39)

for constant density stars, while for a � � 2 polytrope for
which ��r� � M sin��r=R�=�4R2r� we obtain

 I22 �

�������������������������������������
120� 20�2 � �4
p

2�5=2
’ 0:128: (5.40)

For other stable polytropes, one needs to solve the Lane-
Emden equation numerically to obtain the number I22. For
� � 4=3, 3=2, and 3, respectively, the number I22 turns out
to be equal to 0.0437, 0.0812, and 0.155, a variation of
about a factor of 5 over the range of all polytropic indices.
Evaluating the phase shift (5.37b) for the equal mass case
M � M0 and at the value  � �=3 of the inclination angle
which maximizes the mode driving gives

 ��22 � �0:05R4
10f

2=3
s100M

�10=3
1:4 (5.41)

for the constant density case and

 ��22 � �0:03R4
10f

2=3
s100M

�10=3
1:4 (5.42)

for the � � 2 case. Here we have defined R � 10R10 km,
M � 1:4M1:4M�, and �=�2�� � 100fs100 Hz. As dis-
cussed in the Introduction, these phase shifts may be
marginally detectable by gravitational wave interferome-
ters for nearby inspirals.

Consider next the case m � l. As discussed above, there
are no purely axial modes of this type in barotropic stars.
There are modes analogous to the r-modes which have
both axial and polar pieces; these are the inertial or hybrid
modes [58]. These modes are somewhat difficult to com-
pute in barotropic stars, but are easier to compute in stars

with buoyancy where they are purely axial. Therefore for
the m � l case we will switch to using a slightly more
realistic neutron star model which includes buoyancy.

2. Stars with buoyancy

In stars with buoyancy, the formula (5.3) for the mode
functions is valid for all m and l. However, in this case the
radial mode function flm�r� is not a simple power law, but
instead must be obtained from solving numerically a com-
plicated Sturm-Liouville problem [33]. The stellar model
we use consists of a � � 2 polytrope for the background
star, with the perturbations characterized by a constant
adiabatic index �1 � � chosen so that the Brunt-Väisälä
frequency evaluated at a location halfway between the
center of the star and its surface is 100 Hz. See
Refs. [27,59,60] for detailed models of the buoyancy force
and corresponding g-modes of which our chosen model is
representative. Our results below are fairly robust with
respect to the choice of buoyancy model, varying by no
more than �20% for a �50% change in the Brunt-Väisälä
frequency evaluated at a location halfway between the
center of the star and its surface.

We compute the radial mode function flm for modes
with different numbers n of radial nodes. The net phase
shift is obtained by summing over all these modes, so we
use an effective value of I2

21 obtained by summing over n.
We find that it is sufficient to sum over n � 0, 1, and 2 in
order to obtain two digits of accuracy in I2

21, and we obtain

 I2
21 � 0:016: (5.43)

We substitute this into Eq. (5.37a) and evaluate the phase
shift for the equal mass case, and at the value  � 0 of the
inclination angle which maximizes the mode driving. This
gives

 ��21 � �0:03R4
10f

2=3
s100M

�10=3
1:4 : (5.44)

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied in detail the gravitomag-
netic resonant tidal excitation of r-modes in coalescing
neutron star binaries. We first analyzed the simpler case
of Newtonian resonant tidal driving of normal modes. We
showed, by integrating the equations of motion of the
mode-orbit system, that the effect of the resonance to
leading order is an instantaneous shift in the orbital fre-
quency of the binary at resonance. The effect of the modes
on the orbital motion away from resonance is a small
correction to this leading order effect. We then showed
that, for the case of gravitomagnetic tidal driving of
r-modes, the equations of motion for the mode-orbit sys-
tem can be manipulated into a form analogous to the
Newtonian case. We then made use of the Newtonian
results to compute the instantaneous change in frequency
due to the driving of the r-modes. This shift in frequency is
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negative, corresponding to energy being removed from the
star and added to the orbital motion. This sign of energy
transfer occurs only for modes which satisfy the
Chandrasekhar-Friedman-Schutz instability criterion. We
also argued that the resonances are at best marginally
detectable with LIGO.
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APPENDIX A: COMPUTATION OF THE
GRAVITOMAGNETIC TIDAL TENSOR

In this Appendix we compute the gravitomagnetic tidal
tensor Bij�t� using two different methods, first using the
global inertial frame, and second directly in the star’s local
asymptotic rest frame.

We denote by �~t; ~xi� the global harmonic center-of-mass
frame. In this frame the Newtonian potential and gravito-
magnetic potential are

 

��~t; ~x� � �
M

j~x� z1�~t�j
�

M0

j~x� z2�~t�j
; (A1a)

� �~t; ~x� � �
4M _z1�~t�
j~x� z1�~t�j

�
4M0 _z2�~t�
j~x� z2�~t�j

: (A1b)

The post-Newtonian scalar potential  will not be needed
in what follows. We now transform to a body-adapted
coordinate system �t; xi� of the star of mass M. We use
the general coordinate transformation from one harmonic,
conformally Cartesian coordinate system to another given
by Eq. (2.17) of Ref. [53] with �t; xi� replaced by �~t; ~xi� and
��t; �xi� replaced by �t; xi�. That coordinate transformation is
parametrized by a number of free functions: a function
�c�~t� governing the normalization of the time coordinate at
Newtonian order; a function di�~t� governing the transla-
tional freedom at Newtonian order (denoted zi in
Ref. [53]); a function Rk�~t� governing the angular velocity
of the coordinate system; a function hic�~t� governing the
translational freedom at post-Newtonian order, and a free
harmonic function �c�~t; ~xi�. The first four of these func-
tions are fixed by the requirements listed at the start of
Sec. VA. The fifth function �c parametrizes the remaining
gauge freedom, under which the tidal tensors are invariant.
In fact the gravitomagnetic tidal tensors do not depend on
hic, so we can use a coordinate transformation with hic �
�c � 0. The required values of the other functions are
given by

 

_�c�~t� �
1

2
_z2
1�~t� ��ext�~t;z1�~t�	; (A2a)

d�~t� � z1�~t�; (A2b)

_R�~t� �
1

2
r� � ext�~t;z1�~t�	 � 2 _z1�~t�

� r�ext�~t;z1�~t�	 �
1

2
�z1�~t� � _z1�~t�; (A2c)

where �ext and � ext denote the second terms on the right-
hand sides of Eqs. (A1).

Using this coordinate transformation, we can compute
the transformed gravitomagnetic potential ��t; x� in the
body frame �t; xi�. We can then extract the gravitomagnetic
tidal moment Bij�t� � �Hij�t�=2 by comparing with the
general multipolar expansion of � given in Eq. (3.5c) of
Ref. [53]. That extraction method is equivalent to throwing
away the pieces of � that diverge at the origin x � 0 and
evaluating Bij � �B�i;j� at x � 0, whereB � r� � is the
gravitomagnetic field. After eliminating the acceleration
terms using the Newtonian equations of motion, the result
is the expression (5.20).

An alternative, simpler method of computation is to
solve the post-1-Newtonian field equations directly in the
body frame. The only complication here is that the bound-
ary condition on the potentials � and � as r! 1 are no
longer �! 0, � ! 0, since the body frame is accelerated
and rotating with respect to the global inertial frame. In the
body frame the two stars are located at x � 0 and at x �
z�t� � z2�t� � z1�t�. The solutions to the field equations
are thus
 

��t; x� � �
M
jxj
�

M0

jx� z�t�j
��bc�t; x�; (A3a)

��t; x� � �
4M0 _z�t�
jx� z�t�j

� �bc�t; x�: (A3b)

Here �bc and �bc are solutions of the Laplace equation that
are determined by the large-r boundary conditions. They
are determined by the functions �c, di, hic, and Rk dis-
cussed above. The key point is that these terms do not
contribute to the gravitomagnetic tidal tensors; this can be
seen from the explicit form of these terms given in
Eq. (3.38c) of Ref. [53]. Therefore we can drop the terms
�bc and �bc and extract the gravitomagnetic tidal tensor
Bij�t� using the method discussed above; the result is again
given by Eq. (5.20).

APPENDIX B: ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF
TIME DELAY PARAMETER USING

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

In this Appendix we give an alternative derivation of the
time delay parameter �t using conservation of energy, for
the Newtonian model of Secs. II, III, and IVand also for the
r-mode driving of Sec. V. The energy conservation method
is simpler to use than the method of integration of the
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orbital equations of motion used in the body of the paper.
However, it only gives information about the time delay
parameter �t, and says nothing about the phase shift
parameter ��. In order to derive the relation (4.11) be-
tween these two parameters, an analysis of the orbital
equations of motion is necessary.

1. Newtonian mode driving

Consider the evolution of the binary from some initial
frequency !i below resonance to some final resonance !f

after resonance. We denote by

 _!�!� � _!pp�!� � � _!�!� (B1)

the time derivative of the orbital frequency ! as a function
of !; this consists of a sum of the inspiral rate _!pp�!� for
point particles [Eq. (1.5)] together with a perturbation
� _!�!� due to the mode coupling. The total time taken
for the binary to evolve from !i to !f can be written as
 

t�!i ! !f� �
Z !f

!i

d!
_!�!�

�
Z !f

!i

d!
_!pp�!�

�
Z !f

!i

� _!�!�

_!pp�!�
2 d!: (B2)

Here on the second line we have linearized in � _!. The first
term in Eq. (B2) is the time it would take for point
particles, and by comparing with Eq. (4.10) we can identify
the second term with the negative of the time delay pa-
rameter �t:

 �t �
Z !f

!i

� _!�!�

_!pp�!�2
d!: (B3)

Consider next the total energy radiated into gravitational
waves between !i and !f. This radiated energy can be
written as

 Erad�!i ! !f� �
Z !f

!i

_Egw�!�

_!�!�
d! (B4)

 �
Z !f

!i

� _Egw�!�

_!pp�!�
�

_Egw�!�� _!�!�

_!pp�!�
2

�
d!; (B5)

where _Egw�!� is the gravitational wave luminosity and as
before we have linearized in � _!�!�. A key point now is
that the gravitational wave luminosity _Egw�!� is to a good
approximation unaffected by the mode coupling, so that it
is the same function for the point-particle inspiral and for
the true inspiral.12 Therefore the first term in Eq. (B5) is

just the energy radiated between !i and !f for a point-
particle inspiral, namely

 Eorb�!i� � Eorb�!f�:

Here Eorb�!� is the orbital energy of the binary at fre-
quency !.

Consider now the evaluation of the second term in
Eq. (B5). The function � _!�!� is peaked around the reso-
nance ! � !0 with width �!� _!�!0�tres � !0. The
fractional variation in the luminosity _Egw�!� over this
frequency band is of order�, so to a good approximation
we can replace _Egw�!�with _Egw�!0� and pull it outside the
integral.13 The remaining integral is just the formula (B3)
for the time delay parameter �t, and we obtain

 

Erad�!i ! !f� � Eorb�!i� � Eorb�!f�

� _Egw�!0��t�1�O��	: (B6)

Finally, global conservation of energy gives

 

Eorb�!i� � Estar�!i� � Erad�!i ! !f�

� Eorb�!f� � Estar�!f�; (B7)

where Estar is the total energy of the star.14 Defining

 �Estar � Estar�!f� � Estar�!i� (B8)

and combining this with Eq. (B6) yields

 �Estar � _Egw�!0��t�1�O��	: (B9)

Note that a simple interpretation of the formula (B6) is
that the resonance can be treated as an instantaneous
change of frequency of magnitude �! � _!pp�!0��t and
corresponding instantaneous change in orbital energy of
_Egw�!0��t. However, this interpretation is not completely

valid since the resonance is not instantaneous: the energy
radiated during resonance is larger than the energy Emode

absorbed by the mode by a factor �1=. The formula (B6)
must therefore be derived by integrating over the resonance
as we have done above.

12This approximation is valid for computing the resonance
phase shift. It is not valid, however, for computing the much
smaller orbital phase correction in the adiabatic regime before
resonance. In that regime one must include the gravitational
radiation from the mode, which is phase coherent with that from
the orbit [16,25].

13Note that this approximation can only be applied to the
second term in Eq. (B5) and not to the entire integral (B4); the
corresponding errors in energy would in that case be larger than
the energy we are computing here.

14We neglect here the tidal interaction energy corresponding to
the last two terms in the Hamiltonian (2.16). Although this
energy is comparable to the mode energy during resonance, at
late times after resonance it is smaller than the mode energy by a
factor �.
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The change in the energy of the star �Estar consists of
the rotating-frame energy in the mode Emode, the remaining
portion of the energy in the mode due to its angular
momentum, and the change in the rotational kinetic energy
of the star. The total change can be computed from a
prescription detailed in Appendix K of Ref. [44], which
gives15

 �Estar �
Emode

!j
�!j �mj�	: (B10)

Here Emode is given by Emode � bj!jjcjj2 � bj!jB2
l ,

cf. Eq. (2.16). Combining this with Eq. (B9) gives a for-
mula for �t which agrees with our earlier formula (4.9).
Equation (B10) is computed as follows. Equation (K17) of
[44] gives the formula for the physical energy due to the
fluid perturbation. The first term of (K17) is the rotating-
frame energy of the mode and the two other terms are
angular momentum contributions to the total energy of the
perturbation. The rotating-frame energy is given by (K21)
and the angular momentum contribution is computed using
the binary’s orbital equations of motion including mode
coupling, along with conservation of total angular momen-
tum,16 following the work of Ref. [62].

We conclude that using energy conservation gives a
simple method to evaluate the time delay parameter �t,
without computing the evolution of the orbital variables.
However, energy conservation does not give any direct
information about the phase shift parameter ��; for that,
one must analyze the resonance itself. As we have dis-
cussed, the result of this analysis is the relation (4.11)
between �� and �t, and using this relation together with
Eq. (B9) we obtain a formula for the phase shift in terms of
the mode energy:

 �� �
�mj!0

!j

�
!0Emode

_Egw�!0�
: (B11)

In Ref. [28] energy conservation was used to compute the
phase shift, although there �� was misinterpreted as the
asymptotic value of the phase perturbation after the reso-
nance. The fact that the phase perturbation grows at late
times [cf. Eq. (1.9) above] was noted in Refs. [26,63].

2. Gravitomagnetic mode driving

The argument of the previous subsection can be carried
over to post-1-Newtonian gravity with a few minor mod-
ifications. First, the total conserved post-1-Newtonian en-
ergy E can be split up into two pieces, an ‘‘orbital’’ piece
Eorb and a remaining piece, as follows. On a given constant
time slice we can compute the post-1-Newtonian positions
and velocities of the stars’ center-of-mass worldlines, and
also the post-1-Newtonian masses of the bodies [53,54].
The post-1-Newtonian masses will evolve with time, so we
choose the values of these masses at t! �1 when the
stars are far apart. We then compute the total post-1-
Newtonian energy for a system of point particles with the
same positions, velocities, and (constant) masses; this de-
fines the orbital energy Eorb of the system. The remaining
piece of the total energy consists of the mode excitation
energy Emode, together with an interaction energy Eint /

SijBij which we can neglect for the same reason as in the
Newtonian case.17 With these definitions the arguments of
the last subsection are valid for gravitomagnetic driving.

In the Newtonian case it was most convenient to evaluate
the energy Emode transferred into the stellar modes by using
the explicit formula (B10) for the mode energy. In the post-
Newtonian case it is more convenient to use a different
technique. A formula for total tidal work done on the star
by the gravitomagnetic driving can be derived by surface
integral techniques [64]; the result is

 

dEmode

dt
� �

2

3
Bij�t� _Sij�t�: (B12)

See Refs. [65–68] for further discussion of the derivation
method and of similar tidal work formulas.

We now use the explicit formula (5.20) for the gravito-
magnetic tidal moment Bij, and compare the resulting
expression with the formula (5.31) for the tangential ac-
celeration a�̂ due to the current quadrupole moment, spe-
cializing to a circular orbit. The result is

 

dEmode

dt
� �!ra�̂: (B13)

Using the formula (B9) for �t and integrating over the
resonance gives

 �t �
�!0r0

_Egw�!0�

Z
dta�̂�t�: (B14)

This is the same result as was obtained in Secs. IV B and
V D for the time delay parameter; those sections also
involved integrating a�̂ with respect to time, and it can
be checked that the prefactors match. Thus, energy con-
servation gives the same result as the method of direct
integration of the equations of motion in the gravitomag-
netic case.

15Note that the splitting of the total energy of a perturbed star
into mode and rotational contributions depends on the choice of
a background or reference uniformly rotating star. In the formal-
ism of Ref. [44], such a choice is determined by the use of
Lagrangian displacement as the fundamental variable. Other
choices such as Eulerian velocity perturbation yield different
results for this splitting. The same issue applies to angular
momentum, and explains why the angular momentum of
r-modes was found to be zero in Ref. [61], in disagreement
with the results of Ref. [44].

16Over the resonance time scale, the amount of angular mo-
mentum radiated away by gravitational waves is negligible for
this computation. 17At late times it is smaller than Emode by a factor of .
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